
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a business analyst specialist.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for business analyst specialist

Participate in Aon’s Global Client Network New Hire Training to gain some
fundamental technical & tactical expertise
Support a number of multinational accounts for the AGCN to gain some
practical experience and to better equipped to articulate the AGCN value
proposition
Coordinate with National and Regional Marketing the “go to market”
strategy to support the New Business Plays
Liaise with product and practice groups to coordinate sales efforts in
targeted industry verticals and in targeted product segments
Engage with sales team and account executives to discuss prospect
identification strategies
Support the Chicago AGCN team who is sought after for their knowledge of
Aon multinational products, solutions, strategic counsel, services and
capabilities
Research prospects and clients, using analyst reports, SEC reports, Yahoo!
Finance, Gartner and related sources of information, to identify potential new
business opportunities and develop prospect- and client-specific risk profile
information
To supplement the NBA’s reports, the NBA is encouraged to work with the
Aon Global Sales & Marketing Support team (“GSMS”) to obtain prospect-,
client-, and industry-specific reports

Example of Business Analyst Specialist Job
Description
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Develop, write, and maintain software documentation, technical or
procedural manuals

Qualifications for business analyst specialist

Supporting regulatory efforts for corporate functions (Tax, Legal and HR),
Front, Middle and Back Office
Process flow and data management development in close collaboration with
Front, Middle and Back office business groups
Regulatory body knowledge (BCBS239, FATCA, Basel, Dodd Frank, MSFTA)
Series 99 Operations Professional certification
Strong ability to collaborate closely with various cross functional groups,
specifically within the AGCN, the Regional Marketing Leaders,
Regional/Resident Sales Director, RMD, Producers and AEs in the office, with
Industry/Practice Leaders
Process-oriented person who can provide a clear, complete analysis that
support sales efforts, resulting in revenue growth for the company


